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Abstract
The paper presents the design and technological fabrication process of Yin or Yang-shaped, micron-sized electrome-

chanical system (MEMS) elements displaying asymmetric hollow cylinders with two different curvatures of the cylinder

shell. By adapting the process steps, two neighboring shutter MEMS elements can either be attached to each other to create

asymmetric hollow cylinders or remain disconnected to form curled cylindrical or ellipsoidal tubes or tube fractions. A

novel 3D self-organization process has been developed to connect two neighboring shutter elements, exploiting surface

tension forces via a sequential drying process. The process conditions have been analyzed and optimized to fabricate the

two different geometries of the MEMS elements. The resulting MEMS system elements were characterized by focused ion

beam and scanning electron microscopy. The contribution of Casimir force, van der Waals force, and other physical

interfacial forces are discussed in the formation of the asymmetric hollow cylinders.

1 Introduction

Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) for light pro-

cessing have been studied for various applications. Among

others, micromirror array-based MEMS have been reported

for (1) NxN switches in wavelength division multiplexing

(Chuan Pu et al. 2000; Lin and Goldstein 2002; Aksyuk

et al. 2003), (2) for beamers (Duncan et al. 2002; Ballard

et al. 2016) and (3) for light steering via smart glazing in

buildings (Hillmer et al. 2018, 2021; Iskhandar et al. 2019).

In adaptive optics, deformable mirrors were developed,

providing high-order correction of optical aberrations used

in astronomy, laser micromachining, maskless lithography,

microscopy medical technology, and optical free-space

communication (Bifano 2011; Manzanera et al. 2011).

These mirror elements are planar and electrostatically

actuatable. As a side note, there are also some adaptive

optics based on freeform reflectors (Doble and Williams

2004; Zhu et al. 2006).

Furthermore, shutter array-based MEMS have been

reported for transmission-modulated smart glass (Lamon-

tagne et al. 2009; Schlam et al. 2017), space instrumenta-

tion (Lamontagne et al. 2019), camera shutters (Kim and

Hong 2011), and displays (Pizzi et al. 2003; Roux et al.

2005; Schalberger et al. 2016). Due to intrinsic stress, these

shutter elements are curled in their default state and are

uncurled by electrostatic actuation to obtain a flat config-

uration. In such shutter arrays, all elements possess the

same curvature characteristics, acting in the same way

upon external forces.

MEMS often suffer from stiction which, in most cases,

is an undesired adhesion of structures having a large sur-

face-to-volume ratio. Stiction can occur already after dry-

ing the MEMS structures or after snap-down (pull-in

effect) initiated by electrostatic actuation. Then restoring

forces embedded via stress are not able to overcome the
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interfacial forces such as capillary, electrostatic, Casimir,

and van der Waals (Maboudian 2001). Many strategies

have been reported to overcome the stiction effect in

MEMS, such as anti-stiction layers (Ashurst et al. 2003;

Petruzzella et al. 2018), geometry effects or further mate-

rial effects.

The Casimir effect (Casimir 1948; Casimir and Polder

1948) was postulated in 1948 by Casimir and experimen-

tally observed by Lamoreaux almost 50 years later

(Lamoreaux 1997). It has attracted enormous attention

from a fundamental point of view, where different sce-

narios, materials, and geometries have been investigated in

the past (Capasso et al. 2007; Munday et al. 2009; Buh-

mann and Scheel 2009; Rodriguez et al. 2011; Reid et al.

2013; Tang et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2019; Gong et al. 2020;

Wang et al. 2021).

Conclusively, the construction of 3D structures is the-

matized. 3D microstructures with complex geometries have

been implemented e.g. by micro-Origami and micro-Kir-

igami, which are inspired by the corresponding traditional

Japanese folding and cutting techniques (Xu et al. 2017).

By using different fabrication techniques like thin-film

lithography, strain engineering and plastic relaxation via

ion processing, complex self-organized 3D structures have

been fabricated (Chalapat et al. 2013; Xi et al. 2014). These

structures are tailored by 3D stress which is alone sufficient

to hold them together without the need of being ‘‘glued’’

together.

Despite being a challenge for most MEMS applications,

stiction is essential for our application to attach or ‘‘glue’’

MEMS blades together for forming complex 3D structures.

Here we present a novel 3D self-organization methodology

leading to the formation of heterogeneously curved hollow

cylindrical elements, where two neighboring shutters have

been connected to each other at their ends. The paper is

organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the two different

geometries of the MEMS elements, where they are either

individually curled or the neighboring elements are con-

nected, forming 3D hollow elements with two parts of

different curvature signs. Section 3 provides an overview

of the fabrication technology, describing the different

experimental conditions required for the two configurations

in detail. Section 4 presents selected experimental results

of both MEMS element configurations. In Sect. 5, the

paper is concluded with a discussion about the physical

effects contributing to the formation of the Yin or Yang-

shaped elements.

2 Periodic arrangements of curled shutter
elements and 3D asymmetric hollow
cylinders

In this paper, we demonstrate the generation of 3D hollow

MEMS elements having a cross-section similar to a Yin or

Yang1 shape, which shall be briefly named ‘‘asymmetric

hollow cylinders’’ throughout this paper. They are formed

by pairing two neighboring shutter elements. Depending on

the technological fabrication process, we were able to

generate either (1) a shutter element array of 20,000

shutters where all elements are curled in the same way or

(2) an element array of 10,000 asymmetric hollow cylin-

ders where each hollow cylinder is formed by two paired

neighboring shutters. These elements possess the potential

to be applied in sensors based on particle transport through

confined channels (Ueltzhöffer et al. 2016), smart storage

(Griffin et al. 2000), and transportation systems (Desai

et al. 1999), where additional functionalization of the

MEMS elements may be integrated.

Figure 1a depicts an arrangement of curled open, free-

standing shutter elements. Each element has been fixed to

the substrate by an anchoring stripe and is curled with the

same curvature, homogeneous within each element. The

bending of the elements originates from different layer

stresses in a bilayer or multilayer system, which is in the

present case being implemented by an Al/Cr/Al layer

system. In case of larger stress differences, each shutter can

curl entirely and form a complete cylinder. This has been

described several times in the literature (Tarraf et al. 2004;

Mei et al. 2008; Takahashi et al. 2012).

Figure 1b shows an example of two neighboring ele-

ments being connected. They geometrically form an

asymmetric hollow cylinder fabricated in a periodic

arrangement. To the best of our knowledge, the corre-

sponding method using the interaction between neighbor-

ing elements has not been suggested and carried out in a

reproducible way before.

Figure 1c shows the cross-section of an asymmetric

hollow cylinder in comparison to a curled unpaired micro

shutter. That SEM image indicating the characteristic sizes

of both types of MEMS structures (i.e., paired and unpaired

elements on the same SEM micrograph) is obtained

through cleaving and breaking the glass substrate. In that

way, the shutters at the breaking edge—which were ini-

tially paired—are now separated by the cleavage and form

unpaired (individual) elements, whereas the following

1 Yin-Yang , from Chinese nature philosophy, symbolizing a

concept of dualism. The two black and white objects describe how

seemingly opposite or contrary forces may actually be complemen-

tary, interconnected, and interdependent in the natural world. (‘‘The

unlike is joined together, and from differences results the most

beautiful harmony.’’; Heraclitus; c. 535—c. 475 BC).
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paired micro shutter elements in the same row remain in

their connected state.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Fabrication technology

For the fabrication of the shutter elements, first, (1) an

optical lithography process is conducted to define the

rectangular geometry of the shutter MEMS elements with

lateral dimensions of 150 9 400 lm. In the next step (2),

thin films of aluminum (Al) and chromium (Cr) are

deposited by electron beam physical vapor deposition. The

layer system consisting of 99 nm Al, 16 nm Cr and 88 nm

Al is deposited with deposition rates of 0.3 nm/s. This

layer stack is utilized for initiating intrinsic stress leading

to free-standing shutter elements after (3) dissolving the

resist sacrificial layer by N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone during

the lift-off process. For removal of resist residuals, the

sample is immersed in an isopropanol bath and subse-

quently (4) the MEMS elements are dried using a specific

drying technique established in our labs. The details of this

very last drying step define whether free-standing unpaired

micro shutters or paired elements are obtained. These will

be described in the following sections. A schematic sketch

of the fabrication procedure is added to the supplementary

material. Note that the abovementioned numerals (1–4) are

used to depict the processing sequence.

3.2 Standard drying process for identical curled
and homogeneously curved elements

For the standard drying process, a circular glass tank with a

radius of 10 cm and a height of 15 cm is filled with iso-

propanol and placed on a hotplate set to 80 �C. The sample

containing the shutter elements is placed inside the glass

tank. At the sample position, the isopropanol has a tem-

perature of 65.0 ± 0.5 �C. The glass tank (Fig. 2a) is

equipped with a steam bell on top. The evaporating iso-

propanol is kept inside by closing the steam bell valve. The

atmosphere above the isopropanol bath inside the steam

bell became enriched with gaseous isopropanol, resulting

in a steady increase in partial and absolute pressures. The

increasing pressure pushes liquid isopropanol through the

lower circular end of the steam bell in radial directions

sides as shown in Fig. 2b. The main idea of this drying

process is to realize a defined transfer of the sample from

liquid isopropanol to an atmosphere containing gaseous

isopropanol, which is important for stabilizing the shapes

of the paired or unpaired shutter elements. The curled

elements are pulled down by the surface tension of the

thinning liquid isopropanol film (Fig. 2c). Once the liquid

has evaporated completely, the micro shutter elements do

not remain in this state as the intrinsic stress is large

enough to cause the curling of the shutter elements again.

This process occurs in a period of a few seconds (Fig. 2d).

The dried shutter elements, having a homogenous and

identical shape in the array, are surrounded by gaseous

isopropanol. A possible temperature gradient in the gas-

eous isopropanol does not influence the shape of the shutter

elements, therefore, is not relevant for the drying process.

Fig. 1 Scanning electron

microscopy (SEM) images of

the fabricated MEMS elements:

a Identical and homogeneously

curled elements, b periodic

arrangement of asymmetric

hollow cylinders fabricated by

connecting two neighboring

elements to form one MEMS

element. c Cross-sections of

both types of MEMS structures

are marked with corresponding

geometrical sizes. The inset

shows the overlapping region of

the two shutters. In all our

experiments, we have identified

an identical tilt angle b = 53�
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After the liquid isopropanol is pushed completely outside

the steam bell, it is subsequently removed by opening the

drain valve of the glass tank (Fig. 2e). Finally, the valve of

the steam bell is opened for exchanging the isopropanol

atmosphere with air and the sample is taken out of the glass

tank (Fig. 2f). The results are free-standing and unpaired

curled shutter elements. As can be observed in SEM shown

in Fig. 1a, all shutter elements exhibit homogeneous cur-

vature in the open state.

3.3 Modified drying process to fabricate paired
elements

As depicted in Fig. 1b, we used a distinct modification of

the drying process to achieve paired shutter elements

forming asymmetric hollow cylinders. We tilted the sample

inside the glass container, resulting in a wedged liquid

isopropanol depth and a gradual drying process. This is

implemented by utilizing a wedge-shaped aluminum block

with an angle of 10� underneath the sample, as shown in

Figs. 3a, 4a. A photo of our setup is shown in Fig. 4b. In

comparison to the standard procedure, the hotplate was set

to 90 �C, resulting in a liquid temperature of

68.5 ± 0.5 �C. As schematically shown in Fig. 3a, the

shutter elements of row I will dry first, while elements of

row II will still be covered by a liquid isopropanol film.

The elements of row I are therefore pulled down by the

surface tension of the thinning liquid film until they get in

contact with the elements of row II, which had not changed

their curvature characteristics (Fig. 3b). The interaction

forces between the two MEMS elements have been

observed to be stronger than the surface tension forces

exerted on elements of row II by the thinning liquid film

and stronger than the intrinsic stress (of the elements of

row I) which is trying to roll up the elements of row I

(Fig. 3c). Therefore, the two neighboring elements stay

joined after the drying process (Fig. 3d, e). Possible forces

involved in maintaining the sticking of neighboring shut-

ters will be discussed in the upcoming Sect. 5. The sticking

between these two neighboring shutter elements leads to

the formation of asymmetric hollow cylinders (Fig. 1c).

This self-formation process continues for consecutive rows

of elements, leading to a periodic formation of hollow

cylinders. Macroscopically, this process can be observed

when the liquid–gas interface moves downwards with an

initial speed of 0.3 mm/s and ends at a speed of 0.1 mm/s

since the ratio of liquid isopropanol to gaseous isopropanol

Fig. 2 Drying process for identical homogeneously curved elements

with horizontal substrates. After warming up the setup, a the valve of

the steam bell is closed and the evaporating isopropanol (IP) is

trapped inside, resulting in b an increased pressure inside the glass

container. Thereby, the isopropanol is pushed outside, leading to the

drying of the micro shutters. c A narrowing liquid isopropanol film

pulls down the curled shutter elements to a flat shape, but d the micro

shutters are rolled up again due to the intrinsic stress in their metal

layers once the liquid has evaporated completely. e The valve of the

glass tank is then opened to remove the pushed-out isopropanol and

f the valve of the steam bell is opened to exchange the atmosphere

inside the glass steam bell. The isopropanol fill levels inside and

outside the steam bell are labeled by red and green arrows

respectively
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inside the glass steam bell has changed in comparison to

the starting point.

4 Experimental results

For unpaired curled elements, it is crucial to position the

sample without any tilt inside the glass container before

starting the drying process. Our experiments showed that a

thin isopropanol film remaining on the sample surface

causes a change in the micro shutters’ shape if it is not

spread homogenously. Figure 1c depicts the shape of the

unpaired micro shutters having a radius of approximately

45 lm. The shutter’s curvature is slightly changing over

time due to an oxidation process of the metallic layers in an

oxygen-containing atmosphere.

In the case of paired elements forming asymmetric

hollow cylinders, our experiments indicated that the pairing

only occurs if the orientation of the sample is set like in

Fig. 3a. Rotating the sample by an angle of 90� in plane

leads to an inhomogeneous and non-periodic formation of

the asymmetric cylinders, while a rotation of 180� effec-

tively prevents the hollow cylinder formation. After the

drying process, the shape of the asymmetric hollow

Fig. 3 Sketch of the fabrication of asymmetric hollow cylinders

consisting of paired micro shutters involving tilted substrates. Due to

the a tilted position, b the isopropanol is drying gradually on the

substrate’s surface. As the elements of row I are dried, c they are

pulled down and come in contact with the micro shutters from row II

that are still in their curled form as they are still immersed in the

liquid isopropanol. The gradual drying process results in the periodic

formation of asymmetric hollow cylinders. d At the end of the drying

process where liquid isopropanol is pushed out of the steam bell, e the
valve of the glass tank is opened to remove the isopropanol. f Finally,
the valve of the steam bell is opened to exchange the atmosphere

inside the glass steam bell. The isopropanol fill levels inside and

outside the steam bell are labeled by red and green arrows

respectively

Fig. 4 a Sketch of asymmetric hollow cylinders placed on top of an

aluminum wedge used during the drying process, including their

corresponding geometrical sizes. b A photo of the drying setup which

is used for the fabrication of asymmetric hollow cylinders consisting

of a circular glass tank, steam bell, and aluminum wedge
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cylinders is stable and does not change over time. The

asymmetric hollow cylinders, consisting of two micro

shutter elements as depicted in Fig. 1c, possess on average

a width of 180 lm and a height of 60 lm. As the design of

the elements and the arrangement of the cylinders are

periodic, the length of the hollow cylinders depends only

on the size of the MEMS shutter and the substrate size.

For electrostatic actuation experiments, the micro shut-

ters and the asymmetric hollow cylinders are fabricated on

top of glass substrates covered with a 650 nm thick layer of

fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO) used as a transparent

electrode and a 1 lm thin insulating layer of silicon

dioxide. An external voltage is applied between the MEMS

structures and the conductive layer underneath. With

increasing voltage, the curvature of micro shutters is

gradually reduced due to the electrostatic force pulling

them down towards the conductive FTO layer under the

substrate surface. Above a threshold voltage of approxi-

mately 40 V, the micro shutters are resting flat on the

substrate surface. The shutters will curl back to their initial

configuration when the applied voltage is reduced to a

certain threshold. This behavior is already well known

from our micromirror elements (Hillmer et al. 2018, 2021;

Iskhandar et al. 2019). In the case of the asymmetric hol-

low cylinders reported here, the paired micro shutters could

not be separated again—even with massive electrostatic

actuation (100 V).

5 Discussion

The formation of the asymmetric hollow cylinders is a

special phenomenon being influenced by different forces

during the pairing process of two neighboring elements.

The initial driving force is related to the surface tension of

the isopropanol as it is wetting the entire sample surface at

the beginning of the modified drying process. Due to the

tilted position of the micro shutters, the surface tension

pulls down the shutters until they are within immediate

vicinity of their neighbors in the next row. Using focused

ion beam (FIB), we etched several trenches in the region

where the two shutter blades overlap Figs. 1c and 5e).

Subsequent scanning electron microscopy (SEM) mea-

surements show the cross sections of the Al-Cr-Al-gap-Al-

Cr-Al stacks and reveal an average distance (gap) of about

d–10 nm between the two shutter blades attached to each

other (see supplementary material). To maintain the pairing

of two elements after removing the liquid completely,

Casimir forces, Van der Waals forces and electrostatic

forces may be involved.

During the drying process, the moving electrical dipoles

in isopropanol could charge the metallic blades. However,

this effect might be negligible in our case, since our

experimental findings (Fig. 1b, shutter pairing) are not

supporting it (see supplementary material). The dipole–

dipole interaction, known as Van der Waals attraction,

might already reveal stronger forces in our case. Not all

isopropanol might be removed during the drying process,

especially not those remaining between the two metallic

blades.

Notwithstanding, in our experiments, we believe that

Casimir forces are dominating in attaching neighboring

shutter blades together—remarkably stable over time.

Casimir forces can be attractive or repulsive, depending on

the distance between the plates and the relative magnitudes

of the permittivity values of the three materials involved

(Munday and Capasso 2007; Reid et al. 2013; Zhao et al.

2019). In most cases, they are attractive and bring two

metallic plates closer to each other, compensating e.g.

elastic counterforces (restoring forces). In the case of

Casimir’s original setup consisting of two perfectly con-

ducting plates in vacuum (Casimir 1948; Casimir and

Polder 1948), this attraction can intuitively be understood

in terms of virtual photon pressure: Since we have less

quantum fluctuations between the two plates (cavity) than

the outside, forces on both Al blades (resulting from photon

momentum transfers to the plates) are directed towards the

center. This means that we have a smaller photon density

of states inside the cavity than the outside. The vacuum

fluctuations can be interpreted as spontaneously generated

and vanishing virtual particles. Finally, this is a conse-

quence of Einstein’s E ¼ mc2, Heisenberg’s uncertainty

relation, the wave-particle duality, and the fact that parti-

cles have a non-vanishing zero-point energy. Following

Casimir’s seminal work, many studies have revealed the

existence of Casimir forces outside vacuum, e.g. in fluids

(Munday and Capasso 2007; Zhao et al. 2019). Any

dielectric fluid medium (liquid, gas) between the plates will

enable modes and exhibits the Casimir effect. Various

material combination of objects and fluids have been

investigated in the meantime.

Due to our specific drying process (angled configuration,

Fig. 3), surface tension forces bring the two neighboring

blades close together. At the end of the drying process

where the liquid between the blades disappears almost

completely, the blades are approaching more closer to each

other. After drying, Casimir forces most probably keep the

blades connected in a stable configuration, stabilizing the

asymmetric hollow cylinders. If residues of isopropanol

molecules remain between the metallic blades, Van der

Waals forces could also contribute to the attraction of the

two blades. Note that Casimir forces can also be theoreti-

cally deducted from relativistic van der Waals forces

between fluctuating dipoles, as an alternative to the

derivation by Casimir (Lifshitz 1992). Casimir forces
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strongly grow with decreasing distance d. We believe that

the existence of the gas/liquid interface in combination

with the tilted substrate orientation is crucial in our case to

attach the neighboring shutters together. Additionally,

theoretical model calculations are performed to identify

whether the Casimir forces alone can compensate the

restoring elastic forces for that specific force equilibrium

observed in Fig. 1c. These simulations will be used to

estimate the hypothetic distance d between the shutter

blades necessary for blade sticking solely due to Casimir

forces. The steps of the simulations are displayed in Fig. 5.

COMSOLTM Multiphysics (Multiphysics 1998) has

been used to calculate the restoring forces. In Fig. 5a, an

unpaired shutter is shown (unactuated state), corresponding

to the right single shutter in the SEM micrograph of

Fig. 1c. Now, an external force is used to actuate this

shutter (Fig. 5b). The calculated restoring force continu-

ously increases from the situation of an unactuated position

(dotted in Fig. 5b) to the final specific position (full line in

Fig. 5b), which represents and quantitatively corresponds

to the bending of the paired situation displayed at the left

side of Fig. 1c. This final position is again shown in

Fig. 5c, displaying the force equilibrium between the

external force Fext and the restoring elastic force Felast.

SEM micrographs reveal an overlapping area of the

neighboring shutter elements

A = 4 lm 9 400 lm = 5600 lm2, where the 14 lm
overlap is shown in red in Fig. 5. In our simulation on the

basis of the involved materials, E-moduli, shutter geometry

and thicknesses, an external force Fext = 9�10– 6 N would

be required to bend the shutter into the specific position

shown in Fig. 1c. In Fig. 5e, the two shutters overlap on

area A (cross section shown as two red stripes) and illus-

trates the model used to estimate the hypothetic distance d

between the shutter blades necessary for blade sticking

solely by Casimir forces. As already mentioned, within the

area A = 5600 lm2, Fext is compensating the elastic force

Felast to reproduce the bending (Fig. 5c) observed in the

SEM of Fig. 1c. Vectors can be shifted along their direc-

tion, which is done in Fig. 5d. The ‘‘plate capacitor’’ (red)

with the known area A and the distance d of the gap to be

determined are shown in Fig. 5e, together with the two

shutter blades. Such procedure conveys the elastic force

Felast (blue) acting on the right area A (red) and allows for

the right shutter to estimate the hypothetic balancing

Casimir force FC (orange), as shown in Fig. 5f. Figure 5g

shows a sketch of the force equilibrium, including also the

forces on the left shutter. In all our experiments, we

identified an identical tilt angle b = 53� of the plane (area

A), in which the two shutters overlap.

Three different approaches to calculate the Casimir

force are used and compared in the following.

1. Eq. (1) gives the formula derived by Casimir (1948)

for ideally conducting and thus ideally reflecting

(100%) parallel flat plates with no medium between

the plates,

Fc ¼ � phc
480

A

d4
ð1Þ

with the area of plate capacitor A, Planck’s constant

h, distance d between the plates and vacuum light

velocity c. A Casimir force of FC = 9�10–6 N requires

a gap distance d B 30 nm to balance the elastic force

Felast for A = 5600 lm2. Thus, our estimating simu-

lation reveals that a tight attachment between the two

shutters by Casimir forces would be possible if

d B 30 nm. This is consistent with our SEM

Fig. 5 Simulation steps to estimate the distance d. a Unactuated

shutter, b unactuated shutter (dotted) and shutter (full line) actuated

via an external force Fext acting on the area A (its cross section

highlighted as a red stripe), c elastic force Felast and counteracting

external force Fext on area A, d the identical force equilibrium with

the same but shifted forces, e both shutters in grey overlapping within

A (red), f force equilibrium for the right shutter: restoring elastic force

Felast and counteracting Casimir force FC, acting on the right area

A(red), g force equilibrium involving also forces acting on the left

shutter and formation of a plate capacitor arrangement (red) with

known area A and distance d to be determined
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micrographs indicating a distance of about 10 nm or

less. For this case, the simulated force density f is

plotted as a function of d in Fig. 6 (red line).

2. Next, the Casimir force is calculated in the non-

retarded limit (van der Waals limit) in which the

distance between the two plates is much smaller than

c=x, where x is the angular frequency of the

fluctuating dipoles. The Casimir force (1) considers

perfectly reflecting plates, which is not appropriate for

realistic materials that become transparent for high-

energy radiation. To include this effect, we express the

Casimir force via (Burger et al. 2020) as

Fc ¼ � H

6p
A

d3
ð2Þ

where the Hamaker constant H depends on the

dielectric function of the aluminium plates. The optical

data have been taken from Adachi (2012), leading to a

Hamaker constant of H = 4.554�10–19 J, which is in

agreement with the literature (Tolias 2020) within the

common error bars. A Casimir force of FC = 9 10–6 N

requires a gap distance d B 21.8 nm to balance the

elastic force Felast for A = 5600 lm2. Thus, a tight

attachment between the two shutters by Casimir forces

would be possible if d B 21.8 nm. This is also con-

sistent with our SEM micrographs. A fortiori, the

measured gap distance d of about 10 nm between the

two shutter blades would provide a much larger Casi-

mir force. Thus, we believe that the two shutter blades

are not only kept in balance but might also be pressed

to each other more than 10-times stronger than required

(22 nm/10 nm = 2.2, where 2.23 = 10.6). For this case,

the simulated force density f is plotted as a function of

d in Fig. 6 (blue dashed line).

3. The third approach comprises the calculation of the

exact Casimir force (Fiedler et al. 2020). For this case,

the simulated force density is plotted in as a function of

d in Fig. 6 (light blue full line). It can be observed that

the Hamaker approximation almost exactly coincides

with the Casimir force density in the relevant spatial

region.

Note that this a rough estimate since we simulated with

bulk E-Moduli, considered ideally flat parallel plates and

neglected possible thin metal oxide layers on the surfaces.

Details of the role of surface roughness, lateral forces, the

role of the existence of a fluid/gas interface and the role of

electrostatic forces is given in the supplementary material

as well as details on geometrical and material data used in

the simulation.

6 Conclusion

We presented a novel methodology to attach MEMS blades

together. The applied liquid surface tension brings the two

neighboring blades close to each other, which subsequently

get attached to each other by the Casimir force. This could

provide a novel fabrication method to build complex

MEMS structures by attaching small parts of overlapping

blades through a self-assembly methodology. We compare

the results of two different MEMS fabrication options,

obtaining different structural configurations of the MEMS

elements: curled micro shutters and asymmetric hollow

cylinders (paired shutters). The paired shutters reveal a

Yin-Yang shape, exhibiting a constant overlap area

between the two shutter blades, a constant opening and a

constant radius at constant material thicknesses. The two

configurations were generated via two different drying

strategies as the last step of the fabrication procedure.

Optimum operation settings for the reproducible fabrica-

tion of both MEMS elements have been developed. In

future experiments, the influence of the process tempera-

ture on the yield and shape of the asymmetric hollow

cylinders will be studied systematically. The attaching

force keeping two neighboring micro shutters tightly fixed

to a single non-circular cylinder is most probably of

quantum photonic nature, namely the Casimir force. If the

shutter blade distance is less or equal to 22 nm, the Casimir

force would be strong enough for a strong adhesion, which

is in agreement to SEM micrographs revealing an average

gap distance of about 10 nm. Using the Casimir forces, we

can build complex MEMS structures with interesting

potential applications in microfluidic diagnostics, lab-on-

chip technology and medical drug delivery.

Supplementary Information The online version contains

supplementary material available at https://doi.org/10.1007/s00542-

022-05361-1.

Fig. 6 Model calculations of the obtained Casimir force densities

depending on the distance between the shutter blades d for (1) the

Casimir approach (red line), (2) the Hamaker approach (dashed blue

line) and (3) the exact model (solid light blue line), respectively
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